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Every year, the U.S. Armed Forces commissions thousands of new officers. Master the Officer

Candidate Tests provides candidates with the preparation they need to achieve high scores on the

required qualifying exam. Key topics for each military branchâ€™s-specific exam are covered in

detail, from verbal reasoning and math to mechanics and electronics. Test takers are also provided

with the most current information on career opportunities in the military, with specific job

descriptions for all five branches.
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This is a great guide to have and study from but it will not fully prepare you for the actual test

questions. My review is based off taking the OAR (Officer Aptitude Rating) of the Navy's ASTB.This

guide book has a lot of good information beyond just the test prep questions so it is a good one to

have in your arsenal for preparing for any of the officer tests and what you need to do to become in

officer. From my experience I recommend adding these other items to study from:The OAR tests

you on your math, mechanical, and reading skill level. To get the most from this guide book read all

sections related to the test your going to take no matter the branch, for example read ALL math

sections to prepare for your math test.REGARDING OAR SECTIONS:The mechanical section of

this book is EXTREMELY lacking in information, in comparison to the actual OAR's mechanical

section questions. To help with this all you need is a basic high school level physics book. Which I



picked one up at my local library. It takes about two weeks to read ALL chapters, if you do one or

two a day. Don't bother with the nuke sections if it has it. Lastly google or yahoo "pulleys" and

"levers". I found that neither this guide nor the physics book went into enough detail like the OAR

questions actual do about these two things. A quick read on all the basics (types and classes) of

these two will do.The math section of this book is ok, to enhance it read more than just the few

sections dedicated to just the OAR math section, look at all the branch's math areas. The actual test

covers basic algebra, advanced algebra, geometry, and beyond. About 5 or more questions will be

very hard, a bonus for those with engineering and nuke related degrees. If you want to add an extra

study guide for this I recommend picking up a GRE math study guide.The reading section for the

OAR is adequate. The actual test questions are simple they just require that you remember to focus

and read fast but carefully.Right now it is very competitive out there. Getting a good score is a plus.

My recruiter said people now need to get in the 50's or higher to even be considered a candidate,

which wasn't so 5-10 years ago. So I highly recommend increasing your studying past this book.

Also, there are a few typos in the question and answer sections, but they are not hard to spot when

you run into them.Good luck!

I took the AFOQT this past Wednesday and this book (as well as two others "Peterson's flight" and

"Barron's flight") were very helpful, but even they have a lot that they've left out. The rotated blocks

in this book aren't anything like the rotated blocks on the test; the ones on the test are much more

difficult, and the math sections are much more difficult on the test than in the book. But this is a

great product and it will definitely help you score higher but you need a GRE book to really get the

nitty gritty in the math sections.

Much like the other reviews, do not use this as your only study prep. This text only covers 4 parts of

the AFOQT (verbal analogies, arithmetic reasoning, math knowledge and general science). You will

need to prepare through other sources to cover the remaining sections (word knowledge, instrument

comp, block counting, table reading, aviation info, rotated blocks and hidden figures). For someone

who is not sure what path they want to take and are looking for general testing information, this is a

good start. I would not consider this great for someone studying specifically for the AFOQT.

This book is not thorough on the AFOQT sections that will be tested. It contains word knowledge,

math, arithmetic reasoning but...does not include:1. rotated blocks section2. general science

section3. hidden figures section4. air force pilot info section5. table reading sectionI just recently



took the AFOQT, I will admit I am happy i bought this book because I feel like my score has

definitely improved with this book but this book is not the only thing you need to get a good test

score. You need to cover all the sections the AFOQT is on and since this book does not cover all of

them you must find other sources.

This is a WONDERFUL test prep book if you're just looking for lots & lots of practice questions, one

right after the other. There's between 50-100 practice questions in each category; see list below for

practice test TITLES & NUMBER of questions. :) Hope this helps.*Test 1 (Synonyms): 100

questions*Test 2 (Verbal Analogies): 50 questions*Test 3 (Reading Comprehension): 75

questions*Test 4 (Arithmetic Reasoning): 75 questions*Test 5 (Math Knowledge): 75 questions*Test

6 (General Science) 50 questions*Test 7 (Electronics Information): 50 questions*Test 8 (Mechanical

Comprehension): 50 questionsIn addition, this book does offer 3 regular practice tests for the

following officer candidate exams.1.) AFOQT (Air Force Officer Qualifying Test)2.) ASVAB (Armed

Services Vocational Aptitude Battery)3.) ASTB (Aviation Selection Test Battery for the Navy &

Marine Corps)
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